Maths
How can I find fractions of shapes or
quantities? How can I compare and order
fractions? How does multiplication and
division link to fraction?
How can I show I can tell the time using
both digital and analogue clocks? Why is
it important to be able to sequence
intervals of time?
Art and design
How can stories be told through
pictures? Who was Van Gogh? How did he
use foreground and background
effectively? How can different pencils
be used to change your pictures?

Science

English

Computing
How can we make sure we
take good photographs?
What makes a good video
performance?

Grammar, spelling and punctuation activities.

Healthy Living: What does
it mean to live a healthy
life? How can we stay
healthy? Why is exercise
and diet important to people
of all ages?

History: How has transport changed over
time? Why was flight a key event in the
history of transport? How have explorers
used the development in transport to
explore the world?

D&T

Geography: Where is North America?
How is North America similar/different to
where we live? How does the climate
change across the continent of North
America?

How can we use a range of foods to make
a healthy snack? Why do we need to be
careful when preparing foods?
Music
How can I use a range of instruments to
create music with melodic and rhythmic
patterns?

Philosophy
Keeping Myself Safe (including Internet Safety)
Becoming an Active Citizen (including Global
Citizenship)

Fiction: Why is planning and drafting
important when writing fables?
Non Fiction: How is a non-chronological
report different to other non-fiction
writing?
Poetry: What makes an effective humorous
poem?
Reading: Why is it important to develop
confidence when reading aloud to show I
have understood what I have read?

French
How can I hold a simple
conversation in French?

PSHE
How can you express your feelings in
different ways? What does a good listener
look like?

PE
How can I throw a range of
objects consistently and
accurately? How will this
help me in a game?

RE
Stories: Why are religious stories
important? Which stories to Muslims
learn? How are rules taught through
Islamic stories?

